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RTD stands for Resistance Temperature Detector. An RTD is a temperature 
sensor which measures temperature using the principle that the resistance 
of a metal changes with temperature. As the temperature of the RTD 
resistance element increases, the electrical resistance measured in ohms 
(Ω) increases.  

RTD elements are commonly specified according to their resistance in 
ohms at zero degrees Celsius (0 Deg C). The most common RTD 
specification is 100 Ω, which means that at 0 Deg C the RTD element should 
demonstrate 100 Ω of resistance. 

Platinum is the metal most commonly used for RTD elements due to a 
number of factors such as; 

- Chemical inertness  
- Nearly linear temperature versus resistance relationship 
- Temperature coefficient of resistance that is large enough to give 

readily measurable resistance changes with temperature and  
- Stability where temperature resistance does not drastically change 

with time. 

Other metals that are less frequently used as the sensor elements in RTD 
are nickel, copper and balco. 

The sensor element in the construction of an RTD is a small piece 
component that is protected by the sheath material.  The figure-1 shows 
the platinum sensor is only a small component hidden in a metal tube 
sheath. 

 

Figure-1  RTD assembly 
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As we can see in Figure-1 only little portion from entire RTD assembly 
made of platinum, because constructing an RTD in that manner would for 
most purposes be prohibitively expensive.  

The resistance value of the RTD would be useless without connected to 
measuring instrumentation such as transmitter, controller, PLC or other 
monitoring devices. For this purpose, insulated copper wires typically 
connect the RTD sensor element to the measuring instrument. 

Like platinum, copper also has a resistance value. Resistance along the 
insulated copper wires can impact the resistance measurement determined 
by the instrument connected to the RTD. Based on this theory then RTD 
lead wires have configuration in 2 wire, 3 wire and 4 wire. 

Two wire RTD do not have a reference wire to compensate for the 
resistance associated with copper wires which can reduce the accuracy of 
the measurement. As a result, two wire RTD are generally used where only 
an approximate value for temperature reading is needed. 
Three wire RTDs are the most common specification for industrial 
applications. Three wire RTDs normally use a wheatstone bridge 
measurement circuit to compensate for the lead wire resistance as shown 
below. 

 

In a three wire RTD configuration, wires "A" & "B" should be close to the 
same length. These lengths are significant because the intention of the 
wheatstone bridge is to make the impedances of wires A and B, each acting 
as an opposite leg of the bridge, cancel the other out, leaving wire "C" to 
act as a sense lead carrying a very small (microamperage range) current. 
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Four wire RTD are even more accurate than their three wire RTD 
counterparts because they are able to completely compensate for the 
resistance of the wires without having to pay particular attention to the 
length of each of the wires. This can provide significantly increased 
accuracy at the relatively low cost of increased copper extension wire. 
 

Common material of RTD construction 
 
1. Sensor (platinum, nickel or coper) 

This is the actual temperature sensing portion of the RTD. Elements range 
in length from 1/8" to 3". The most popular standard temperature 
coefficient is an alpha of .00385. 
 
2. RTD sheathed 

The most common outside diameter is 6 mm and 8 mm, however, outside 
diameters range available from 2 mm to 12 mm. 316 stainless steel is 
commonly used for assemblies up to 500 deg F, and for above 500 deg F it 
is advisable to use Inconel 600. 
 
3. RTD process connection 

Process connection fittings include all standard fittings used with 
thermowell. 
 
4. RTD lead wire  

RTDs are available in 2, 3 and 4 wire configuration. 3 wire configurations 
are the most common for industrial applications.  
 
5. RTD cold end termination 

RTDs can terminate on the cold end with plugs, bare wires or terminal 
head. 

 

See figure below the example of RTD construction use for measuring 
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process temperature. 

 
Figure-2 RTD construction 

 

Various RTD model and application 

The  explanation above is commonly used for measuring temperature of 
process condition in industrial field, usually those RTD are installed in pipes or 
process vessel using special protectors called thermowell.  

Apart from the RTDs described above, there are many other types RTD 
available use for different application such as for monitoring bearing, motor 
winding and  skin surface. 
 

Bearing RTD 

Bearing  RTDs are specifically designed for use in embedded bearings in 
industrial rotating equipment, such as motor, compressor or generator.  The 
main function of bearing RTD is, to monitor bearing wear and oil film 
breakdown, for this purpose normally bearing temperature RTD connected to 
condition monitoring system such as Bently Nevada . 

Figure-3 shown bearing RTD indication displayed on Bently Nevada condition 
monitoring system. 
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Figure-3 Temperature Monitor 

The figure-4 shows the bearing RTD when it is pulled from  pad insertion hole. 

 

Figure-4 Bearing RTD with pad 

 

The oil sealing feature allows for usage of this sensor in lubricated and harsh 
environments beneath the babbit layer of the bearing shoe.  

Rising temperatures indicate the breakdown of the lubricated oil film due to 
changes in the friction. A quick identification of early bearing failure warning is 
crucial for predicting machine shutdowns and maintenance to prevent serious 
damage to machinery.  

Bearing RTDs are installed by inserting them on a bearing pad of rotating 
machine such as a motor, compressor or generator, an example of the 
installation is shown in figure-6 below: 
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Figure-5 Bearing RTD installation 

Apart the phisical construction,  specification of bearing RTD  is the same as the 
specifications of the process measuring RTD, such as RTD lead wire,  there are 
available 2 wire RTD,  3 wire RTD and 4 wire RTD, the working principle is also 
the same, based on increasing in resistance value proportional to the 
temperature raising.  

Motor winding RTD 

Winding RTDs are  installed to detect changes in temperature of the electric 
motor windings. Winding RTD creates a level of protection against excessive 
winding temperature that could eventually lead to permanent winding 
insulation breakdown and failure. Winding RTD installed at motor phase core 
as shown in the figure below; 

 

Figure-6 Winding RTD 

In practice the winding RTD is intended as a motor protector system, therefore 
winding RTD  normally connected to a motor control devices such as MCC 
(Motor Control Centre)  or  VSD (Variable Speed Drive) 
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The figure below show  a motor protection board where winding RTD 
indication usualy displayed 
 

 
Figure-7 Motor Protection Board 
 
Winding RTD is part of  winding protection system, its can come in a number of 
different options, but the fundamental principle is the same. The winding 
protection employs a sensor that registers temperature of the motor’s stator 
windings and when a over heat occurs, the motor control  protection causes a 
shutdown of the motor. 
 
The physical construction of motor winding RTD shown in the figure below: 

 
Figure-8  Winding RTD 
 
 

 
Skin RTD 
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Skin RTDs are designed to measure the temperature of the body. It is bonded 
to the surface of the body to which temperature is to be measured. Skin RTD 
can be installed in two methode, welded or strapped mounting. 
 
The figure below shows different installation methode of Skin RTD 
 
Skin RTD secured using boltt and washer 

 
 
 
Skin RTD secured by weld to surface 

 
 
Skin RTD fixed using strapper 

 
Skin RTD  pipe clamp type secured in pipeline 
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The most important consideration for effective Skin RTD is its design which can 
provide repeatability, durability and accuracy. To achieve these functions RTD 
must incorporate with its design which should provide excellent insulation 
properties, material compatibility and good physical contact with the surface 
and it should also have the ability to withstand high radiant temperatures and 
stresses and in some cases harsh combustion chemistry. Expansion and 
stresses is another aspect to be considered, for example in a furnace, metal 
surface expand  between 50 mm and 350 mm can be happened, from start up, 
to reach it normal operating temperature.  If such incremental expansions are 
not considered through the integration of expansion loops, the Skin RTD will be 
subjected to strain and even breakage.  
For reading temperature value of Skin RTD, loop must be connected to 
controller or indicator instrumentation such as temperature controller, DCS, 
ESD, PLC or other instrument monitoring devices. Below is an example of 
temperature controller 

 
Figure-13 Temperature controller 
 
 


